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Body Solid Pro Club Line Leverage T-Bar Row STBR500  
 

With the Body Solid Pro Clubline
STBR500 rower, one of the most effective
movements in fitness just got easier. The
STBR500 is a great addition to any
workout facility and provides users with a
great way to perform the T-bar rowing
motion. The superior design of the
STBR500 differs from competitor T-bar
rowing platforms by eliminating the bar in
the center of the platform, giving users a
greater range of motion and freedom while
exercising. A high-quality, oversized
diamond-coated footplate provides a firm
and stable footing throughout the workout.
A large horn for Olympic weights allows for
easy addition and removal of weight
plates.

 CHF 799.00  
      

      

The STBR500 features a wide knurled bar with 16" knurling on each side for wide and narrow grip lifts.
The machine also features an eyelet that allows for full customization of the machine with any cable grip
for nearly unmatched training versatility.

Designed with commercial facilities in mind, the STBR500 features a smooth rotation point on the back
of the machine for consistent and precise results with every movement.

Let your clients enjoy the many benefits of T-bar rowing, bent-over rowing and landmine exercises, and
work out all the major back muscles, biceps, shoulders and core with the Body Solid Pro Clubline
STBR500 rower.

Features

5cm knurling on each side of the handle for wide and narrow grip lifts
eyelet attachment for alternative grips
large, non-slip foot plate
large olympic weight horn (for 51mm discs)
sturdy steel construction
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Use: from home to continuous commercial use
Equipment dimensions: L197 x W108 x H46,5m, weight 75kg
Options: Discs
Warranty: 2 years on labor and spare parts (except consumables).
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